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Evaluating Arguments (a brief recap) 
 

A good argument gives us adequate reason to believe its conclusion is true. 
 

I.  Any evidence it supplies in its premises is relevant and appropriate to the task ���
of offering ample support for the particular conclusion offered. 

II.  Any evidence it supplies in its premises is verifiably true: ���
it comes from reliable sources, is readily available for independent assessment, ���
and withstands investigation. 

III.  It demonstrates the author’s respect for their readers/listeners. 
IV.  The conclusion follows logically from the truth of the premises. 

An argument that fails to meet any one of these standards is fallacious. 
 

Ø  Important clarification: A fallacious argument fails to support its conclusion ���
– but that doesn’t mean that the conclusion must be false. 

–  You can agree with an author’s conclusion but think they arrived at that 
conclusion through suboptimal reasoning. E.g., the argument: 

Barring visa holders from entering the U.S. is unethical because it’s unconstitutional 
 

…fails to support its conclusion as written (one would need to defend the   
assumption that violating the U.S. Constitution = violating ethical strictures); 
nevertheless, it may still be true that barring visa holders from entry ���
is unethical, for other reasons not stated in this argument. 
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IV.  The conclusion follows logically from the truth of the premises. 

Fallacies that Use Poor Logic 

Ø Begging the Question (a.k.a. Circular Argumentation)���
is when an author presupposes the truth of the conclusion ���
in the reasoning they provide in defense of that conclusion. 

X  God must exist, because nature clearly exhibits                                
intelligent design by a divine creator. 

»  This form of reasoning fails to support its conclusion because ���
it just re-asserts the conclusion in its premise instead of ���
providing independent reasons to believe the conclusion is true. 

 

Ø  A Non Sequitur (Latin for ‘it doesn’t follow’) is when ���
an author draws a conclusion that simply isn’t supported ���
by the reasoning they have given to support it. 

X  Dorothy is wearing red shoes today, ���
so obviously red is her favorite color. 

–  This fallacy is a catch-all term for patterns of reasoning ���
that draw an arbitrary conclusion from the premises���
without properly considering & ruling out alternative conclusions ���
that could just as easily be drawn from the evidence at hand. 3	  



 

Fallacies that Use Poor Logic (cont.) 
 
 

Ø  Slippery Slope arguments claim that ���
one small step will inevitably lead to ���
much more drastic (and typically undesirable) ���
consequences. 

X  If we legalize marijuana, next thing ���
you know it’ll be legal to sell heroin to kids. 

–  This fallacy could be characterized ���
as a sub-type of Non-Sequitur. 

–  It arbitrarily concludes that ���
some action will necessarily ���
have a particular downstream ���
effect, even though���
there’s no guarantee that ���
particular effect will follow ���
rather than any of ���
many alternative outcomes.  

–  Slippery Slopes often coincide with Appeals to Emotion: ���
they try to dissuade people from supporting something ���
by scaring them into believing it’ll lead to horrible effects. 
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Fallacies that Use Poor Logic (cont.) 
 

Ø  Confusing Chronology with Causation (a.k.a. Post Hoc Fallacy)                        ���
is when an author mistakenly assumes that since one event comes              ���
after another, the first event must have caused the second to occur.  

X  It rained a few hours ���
after I performed���
a rain-summoning dance: ���
so I must have supernatural ���
rain-summoning powers! 

–  This too is technically ���
a subtype of Non-Sequitur, where one jumps to the conclusion that ���
since event X occurred prior to event Y, X brought about Y ���
(i.e., X made Y happen when Y would not have occurred otherwise). 

–  This is an arbitrary conclusion for several reasons:  
•  Y could be the sort of thing that occurs randomly instead of being caused ���

by an immediately preceding event – in which case Y occurred after X ���
purely by coincidence, and not because of a relationship between X and Y. 

•  Y could be caused by prior events, in which case there’s no reason (without 
further evidence) to identify X as the particular event which brought about Y 
instead of W, V, U, T… and myriad other events which preceded Y in time. 

•  Y could be caused by a conjunction of events (e.g. X+W) rather than X alone.  
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Fallacies that Use Poor Logic (cont.) 
 

Ø  Confusing Correlation with Causation ���
is when an author mistakenly takes ���
an apparent relationship between ���
two factors as support for the ���
conclusion that one of those ���
factors is the cause of the other.  

 

X  Both ice cream consumption & crime rates go up in the summer:            ���
so eating ice cream must instigate criminal behavior.  

–  This is yet another a subtype of Non-Sequitur, where one jumps to ���
the conclusion that the co-occurrence of A and B signifies that A caused B. 

–  Yet again, this conclusion is arbitrary because: 
•  Many correlations occur purely by coincidence (see next slide) ���

& don’t reflect any sort of relationship between A and B, ���
let alone a causal connection. 

•  By the same reasoning one might as well conclude that B caused A ���
– more evidence would be needed to prove that A brought about B ���
and not vice versa. 

•  It might be the case that A & B co-occur ���
because both are caused by an unacknowledged third factor ���
(such as high temperatures, in the case of the ice cream/crime example). 6	  



some purely coincidental correlations:  

-  per capita cheese consumption &  
 deaths by getting tangled in bedsheets 

-  divorce rates in Maine &  
 per capita consumption of margarine 

-  honey-producing bee colonies & 
 juvenile arrests for marijuana possession 

 

-  number of people who drowned by falling 
into a swimming pool & 
 number of films Nicolas Cage appeared in 

Ø the take-away: 

 correlation ≠ causation! 

graphs via tylervigen.com 
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Many fallacies make unwarranted and/or questionable assumptions. 
 

•  “An assumption is a claim that is taken for granted,                                                     
for which no proof is given or argument made.” 

Ø  Every argument makes some assumptions. ���
These need not all be proven true, but they should should be warranted. 

 

•  “A warranted assumption is . . . either known to be true ���
or is reasonable to accept without requiring an argument to support it”,���
where “known to be true” & “reasonable to accept” = regarded as fact by the vast 
majority of individuals qualified to make an informed judgment on the matter. 

•  E.g., consider the frequent assumption that women feel flattered by catcalls ���
(flirtatious/sexual comments made to passersby), ���
used as a premise in the following argument: 

1)  It is polite to flatter a stranger with a compliment. 
2)  Women feel flattered by catcalls. 
3)  Therefore, it is polite to flatter women with catcalls. 

•  Since the assumption is a generalization about how catcalls make roughly 
half of the population feel, no individual can verify the truth of this 
assumption just by considering their own personal experience with catcalls. 

–  The assumption requires further argumentation citing appropriate 
research to bolster its truth, so it is not warranted. 
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•  “A questionable assumption is one that is controversial                                        
and one for which there is no general consensus                                              
among the vast majority of those with the appropriate knowledge or experience.”  

–  Note that “a claim does not become questionable just because you or anyone 
else questions it; otherwise all claims would be questionable.” (Carroll 2015) 

•  E.g., reports that the crowd at Trump’s inauguration was smaller than the 
crowd at Obama’s inauguration did not become questionable just because 
Trump’s team denied the reports & posited “alternative facts”. 

 
 

An aside on truth in a “post-truth” political climate 
 

•  The rules of philosophical argumentation 
presuppose that all parties involved ���
in the investigation of philosophical issues ���
value reason as a guide to truth. 

 

•  Individuals for whom feelings trump reason ���
and desires trump truth have already rejected ���
the fundamental tenets of philosophy. 

•  It is not worth debating facts with those who 
dismiss facts – the best you can do is gain some 
clarity on how you diverge in values. 
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Responding to Arguments 
 

If you identify a problem with an argument,                                   
you can raise an objection against it. E.g.:  
 

–  “This argument is not convincing, ���
since the author begs the question.” 

–  “This argument misleads readers by ���
exhibiting Confirmation Bias in the selection ���
of the sources in defense of its conclusion.” 

–  “This argument fails to support its conclusion ���
because its reasoning is an instance of ���
the Post Hoc fallacy.” 

 

•  An objection may motivate you to suggest a revision,  
–  where you give different premises in support of the same conclusion,  
–  and/or show that the original premises actually support ���

a different conclusion.  

•  …or it may motivate you to pose a counterargument,  
–  where you give your own premises in support of ���

an alternative conclusion. 
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Consider this argument:  
 

A*. New York City is the greatest city in the world, ���
 given that we welcome and protect immigrants from all nations. 

 

 

Ø Sample revisions to this argument might be:  

A+. New York City is the greatest city in the world, ���
 given that you can get around on public transport ���
at any time of day. 
 

A-. New York City is not the greatest city in the world, 
given that we welcome and protect immigrants ���
from all nations but so do many other cities that are 
more affordable and less crowded with tourists. 
 

Ø A sample counterargument might be:  

B. New York City is not the greatest city in the world, ���
given that its subway system is smelly, dirty, ���
and in dire need of repairs. 
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Ø  Now, we will develop analytical skills that will help us ���
examine premises & confirm that they are true. 

–  Specifically, we will learn strategies that reduce the chance that���
we are misled by premises which make use of statistics. 

•  A statistic expresses data (information collected through ���
observation, polling, or experimentation) ���
either numerically (in ratios, percentages, or quantities) ���
or graphically (using bar graphs, line graphs, pie charts, and the like). 

»  A sample argument using a statistic (in premise 2): 

1)  The government should prioritize supporting causes that save human lives. 
2)   179 shark attacks occurred in the US between 2006 and 2010. 

3)  Therefore, the government should prioritize protecting citizens against sharks. 

^  (As noted in All About Arguments, ���
this is a standard way of displaying arguments: ���
stack premises above a solid line, and then write the conclusion underneath���
– much like in math, where the numbers you’re adding/subtracting/etc. ���
are written above the line, and the result of your calculations goes below).  
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A common misconception is that ���
statistics are always reliable sources of evidence in support of a claim.  
•  It is tempting to simply take for granted ���

that what a statistic says is a fact and must be true.  

However, statistics can be inaccurate or misleading;  
Ø moreover, they can be abused to misrepresent or skew the truth ���

in order to promote a particular agenda.  

•  As Darrell Huff explained in his 1954 book How to Lie with Statistics,  

 “The secret language of statistics, ���
 so appealing in a fact-minded culture, ���
 is employed to sensationalize, inflate, confuse, & oversimplify.  

 

»  Statistical methods and statistical terms are necessary ���
in reporting the mass data of social and economic trends, ���
business conditions, “opinion” polls, the census.  

»  But without writers who use the words with honesty & 
understanding and readers who know what they mean, ���
the result can only be semantic nonsense.” (Huff: 8) 
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Ø  Let’s consider first how statistics can be false or deceptive ���
due to errors in data collection. 

–  When you encounter a statistic in an argument you read/hear, ���
or when you are considering using a statistic in your own argument, 

•  you must consider how the data expressed in the statistic was collected,���
i.e., what methods the researchers used to get the data in the first place. 

–  If the methods used to gather data are faulty, ���
the statistic cannot be trusted as an expression of a fact. 

Some common errors in data collection ���
which yield untrustworthy statistics include: 
 

•  poorly-chosen proxies 

•  biased sampling 
–  small sample size 
–  non-random sample 
–  sampling self-reports 
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Poorly-chosen proxies 

•  When researchers are interested in studying a phenomenon ���
which is difficult or complicated to measure, they often rely upon a distinct ���
but (presumably) related phenomenon to serve as an indicator or a proxy ���
(a stand-in or substitute) for the phenomenon they really want to study. 

–  A well-chosen proxy reliably tracks (varies with) the phenomenon under 
investigation; a poorly-chosen proxy, by contrast, is not a reliable indicator. 

Ex. 1: Imagine researchers who want to ���
compare the physical agility of different ���
animal species, but who use tree-climbing ���
ability as their proxy for agility. 
 

•  That’s a poorly-chosen proxy, since ���
tree-climbing ability does not reliably ���
indicate the agility of many species ���
which are incapable of climbing trees. 

•  Hence, the finding that monkeys ���
climb trees 60% faster than other species���
would not support the conclusion that ���
monkeys are the most agile animal.  
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Ex. 2: Consider a group of researchers who want to compare the intelligence���
 of students at public universities vs. private universities.  
 

–  Under the assumption that more intelligent students earn higher grades, ���
they collect information from the universities on what proportions of students ���
at each university earned As, Bs, Cs, Ds, and Fs.  

•  They find that a greater percentage of students at private universities ���
earned As, and use this statistic to argue that students at private universities 
are more intelligent than their counterparts in public universities. 
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  Ex. 2: (continued) 
 

These researchers treat students’ grades ���
as a proxy for intelligence.  

»  But grades do not reliably ���
reflect students’ intellectual ability: 

•  sometimes highly intelligent students ���
earn poor grades because they test poorly ���
or fail to turn in assignments on time, ���
and sometimes students with less raw 
intelligence get high grades by working hard ���
& earning extra credit.  

»  Also, in some schools, students’ grades are ���
subject to inflation (artificial increases) ���
or deflation (artificial decreases). 

 

•  Because grades are a bad proxy ���
for intelligence, the researchers’ finding that 
students at private universities are more 
intelligent cannot be trusted as a fact,���
and the conclusion of their argument ���
is not well-supported. 
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Biased sampling 

•  Another difficulty researchers encounter is the inability to collect data ���
from all members of a population, in order to draw general conclusions ���
about that population. 
–  When it isn’t possible to observe, poll, or conduct an experiment on an entire 

population, standard practice is to gather data from a portion of the whole ���
which constitutes a representative sample of the total population. 

»  Consider polling companies who wanted to gather data on public 
opinion about the major-party candidates running for President. 

•  There’s no way for these companies to talk to every single ���
one of the 146 million registered voters in the country 
(according to the 2015 U.S. Census) to ask which candidate 
they plan to vote for.  

»  Instead, they poll a much smaller group of registered voters, ���
aiming for that group to constitute a representative sample ���
of the whole electorate,  

•  with demographics (proportions of ages, genders, races, 
socioeconomic statuses, education levels, etc.) as close as 
possible to that of the whole electorate, so that the opinions ���
of the voters in the sample may provide a decent estimate ���
of the opinions in the electorate at large. 

•    
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Ø  There are several ways that researchers can fail to use a representative sample ���
in their data collection.  
–  For simplicity, we’ll stick with the example of opinion polling on the ���

presidential candidates to illustrate three ways of getting a biased sample: 
 

•  Small sample size 
–  The smaller the sample, the more likely the sample is a ���

skewed reflection of the whole population. 

»  Ex: Imagine that the pollsters only collect data from ���
146 registered voters – just one-millionth of the total electorate. 

•  A tiny sample like this is unlikely to have demographics 
resembling that of the whole population,  

•  and is more likely to answer the poll in ways that deviate 
greatly from how the whole electorate would respond���
(optional explanation video: bit.ly/1SQLhiV) 

•  Making conclusions about the entire country’s voting 
preferences from so few people’s opinions would be just 
like making a hasty generalization from a few 
observations, or appealing to anecdotal evidence based 
on very limited experiences: each of these errors use ���
unreliable evidence from a small data set.  
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•  Non-random sample 

–  In order for a sample to be representative of the whole population, ���
it’s best that the members of the sample are selected randomly ���
from the whole, such that every member of population has ���
equal chance of being included in the sample.  

•  If members of the sample are selected by a non-random process, ���
the data collected from the sample may be skewed.  

–  Ex: Consider a hypothetical poll conducted by collecting data ���
from readers who click on a pop-up on FoxNews.com.  

»  The problem with this sampling method is that respondents ���
do not come from the whole electorate, but instead ���
only the portion of the electorate which reads Fox News.  

•  Since Fox News has conservative leanings, the sample of ���
Fox News readers is biased towards conservative opinions.  

•  A good poll on the presidential election should not limit its 
data collection to voters belonging to a particular group 
(liberal/conservative, red state/blue state, urban/rural, etc.), ���
but rather should ensure that all members of the electorate ���
are equally likely to be chosen to participate in the poll ���
by the sampling method.  
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Sampling self-reports  

•  Sometimes pollsters will use a shortcut to gather data about public opinion: 
researchers find people who have already stated their opinion publicly, ���
and then treat those people as members of the sample.  

–  In this method, then participants get chosen for the sample ���
on the basis of their self-report of their opinion.  

•  This method of data collection is faulty ���
because the sample is not selected randomly ���
and may not be representative of the whole population.  

•  Ex: Imagine a presidential ���
poll conducted by searching ���
how many people tweeted ���
#ImWithHer (in support of Hillary Clinton) ���
vs. #MakeAmericaGreatAgain ���
(in support Donald Trump) ���
within a set time period. 

–  This poll would regard ���
people’s use of those two hashtags as a proxy for their political opinions.  
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–  Ex. continued: 
»  There are numerous problems with this hypothetical poll.  

•  The use of those hashtags is not an ideal proxy for voter opinions:  
•  sometimes supporters of those candidates use alternative hashtags ���

(or no hashtags at all) to indicate their support, 
•  and sometimes people use hashtags ironically or sarcastically ���

when they don’t really support the corresponding candidate. 

•  Not all registered voters are Twitter users, so large swathes of the electorate 
are excluded from this sample – especially voters whose age or 
socioeconomic status precludes use of the internet. 

•  Lastly, this polling method neglects voters planning to vote for ���
third party candidates (The Green Party, Libertarian Party, etc.).  

»  The results from this poll would be extremely unreliable indicators of voting 
preferences within the whole electorate.  
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Ø  Statistics can also be misleading due to errors in data analysis. 

–  The most frequent way this happens is when researchers compute a 
mathematical average to summarize the data. 

•  In doing so, they can conceal meaningful properties of a data set, ���
such as its distribution and the presence of outliers. 

•  Distribution refers to a) how much variation ���
or spread there is between data points, ���
and b) the presence of a skew or clustering ���
within the data. 

 
•  Outliers are data points that are usually low or 

unusually high compared to the rest of the data. 
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Ex: Consider a team of researchers who want to ���
compare the incomes of Baruch College graduates ���
who earned degrees in accounting vs. those who earned degrees in finance.  
 

•  The researchers get the contact information of Baruch alumni ���
who completed those two majors, and ask each alumnus to report their ���
current annual salary. (Assume that none of the alumni lie about their salary!)  

–  Once they know the salary ���
of each alumnus in the study, ���
they average the salaries of the alumni ���
who majored in accounting, ���
and average the salaries of the alumni ���
majored in finance.  

•  They find that the average salary ���
of finance majors is greater than ���
the average salary of accounting majors,  

–  and conclude that finance ���
is a more lucrative career path ���
for Baruch graduates. 
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Ex. continued: 
Ø  There are two major problems with the conclusion drawn from these averages.  

–  The first is that the average salary for each major doesn’t tell you anything ���
about the distribution of salaries within that group, i.e., how much variation 
there is in earnings among graduates in the same major.  

•  Let’s say the incomes of accounting majors range from $60,000 to $90,000, 
with an average income of $75,000, while the incomes of finance majors 
range from $50,000 to $100,000, with an average income of $80,000.  

–  Though the average income of the finance majors is greater, ���
there is more variation among the incomes of the finance majors.  

»  Hence, the conclusion that finance is a more lucrative career path 
is not straightforwardly supported by the available data, ���
even though comparison of average salaries suggests as much. 
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•  Ex. continued: 

–  The second common problem with averages is that ���
they can be skewed upwards or downwards by outliers.  

•  It’s possible that most of the finance majors in the study reported salaries 
between $55,000 and $75,000, while only a few earned $100,000.  

–  Those few higher salaries pull the average income of ���
all the finance majors up to $80,000, making it seem that ���
finance is, on the whole, a more lucrative major than accounting.  

»  But this higher average income is misleading, ���
when you consider the fact that most of the salaries of ���
finance majors were lower than the average.  

»  Again, the conclusion that finance is a more lucrative career path ���
is not straightforwardly supported by the data when all the details 
of the data are available for consideration. 
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Finance Majors 

most of the 
finance majors 
earned $75,000 
or under… 

…but a few finance 
majors earned much 
higher salaries, 
 

and that drags the 
mathematical average ���
of these salaries ���
above where most of ���
the salaries are located. 
 
 



Ø  Lastly, statistics can go awry due to errors in data reporting. 
–  Advertisers and the media can misrepresent the data in the way they ���

present statistics to their audiences, by using such tricks as ���
semi-attached statistics, incomplete reporting, and graph/chart abuse. 

 

Semi-attached statistics 
–  A statistic is “semi-attached” when it doesn’t bear directly on the 

conclusion drawn, at least not without further argumentation.  
 

»  Here’s an example given by Darrell Huff: ���
an advertisement for a cold medicine might boast that the product 
“killed 31,108 germs in a test tube in eleven seconds” (74-5).  

•  While that might be an impressive number of germs, ���
the statistic doesn’t actually tell you how effective ���
the medicine is at treating and curing colds:  

•  after all, many mouthwashes & other antibacterial 
products are highly efficient at killing germs, but that 
doesn’t mean they can help you recover from a cold.  

•  By using a semi-attached statistic, this ad makes a ���
non-sequitur: it tries to get you to arrive at a conclusion 
about the medicine’s cold-fighting power from a premise 
about germ-killing, which doesn’t support the conclusion. 
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Incomplete reporting  
–  Sometimes crucial information is omitted from a statistic, ���

rendering the data ambiguous and difficult to interpret. 

»  Imagine an advertisement for deodorant that boasts the product is 
“80% more effective at combatting body odor”. 

•  But wait: the deodorant is 80% more effective than what? ���
The deodorant’s claim to be “more effective” is meaningless 
unless we know what its performance is being contrasted with.  

•  If the product is 80% more effective at combatting body 
odor than all the leading competitors in the deodorant 
market, then it does sound like a promising product.  

•  But the statistic could also just say that the deodorant is 
80% more effective than not using deodorant at all – 
which doesn’t indicate at all how the deodorant stacks up 
against other products on the market.  

•  This is an example of “incomplete reporting” because 
the advertisements have failed to report what the 
product was contrasted with to yield that 80% figure. 

•  The statistic doesn’t by itself support the conclusion 
that the deodorant is worth buying. 
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Ø  Let’s go back to our sample argument using a statistic: 

1)  The government should prioritize supporting causes that save human lives. 
2)   179 shark attacks occurred in the US between 2006 and 2010. 

3)  Therefore, the government should prioritize protecting citizens from sharks. 

–  The statistic in premise 2) is semi-attached because it tells us how many shark 
attacks occurred – but not how many of these attacks threatened human lives. 

•  More evidence is needed to demonstrate that this number of attacks is good 
reason to believe that sharks are an imminent threat to human lives. 

–   The argument used incomplete reporting, because it fails to tells us: 

•  Why the exact number of shark attacks during that time period is relevant to 
policy decisions now (especially because the time frame could be chosen 
deliberately to give the highest number of attacks possible) 

•  Whether 179 attacks is a large number of threats to human lives ���
compared to other dangers (such as car crashes, gun violence, etc.) 

•  This argument’s conclusion is not well-supported, because we have not been given 
adequate reason to believe that sharks are more significant & more pressing threat ���
to human lives than any other causes the government could support. 

»  The mere presence of a statistic should not sway you ���
to find this argument persuasive. 
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Graph/chart abuse 
•  For any given set of data, there are numerous ways that data can be represented in 

graphs & charts. But many of these ways can be deceptive. 

–  Ex 1: The graph to the right seems ���
to suggest that the rate of teenage ���
pregnancies in Orkney (part of ���
Scotland) plummeted in a little ���
over a decade. (This was taken ���
as evidence that a new sex ed ���
program had been highly successful���
in Orkney.) 

–  …but a more detailed graph of the same data,���
which displays data points ���
from each year 1994-2007, ���
shows that the teen pregnancy���
rate in Orkney fluctuated ���
throughout that period –���
which suggests that Orkney’s���
sex ed program did not yield ���
reliable improvements. 

•  source: bbc.in/2cuUwt9 
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•  Ex 2: By changing the units ���
of the vertical axis of this graph, ���
a small gradual change can be ���
misrepresented as a huge increase. 

•  Ex 3: A pro-life group used the graph on the left to suggest that Planned Parenthood 
currently performs many more abortions than cancer screenings & prevention services ���
– but it only appears that way because they didn’t put any units on the vertical axis ���
& plotted the data arbitrarily. 

   An accurate graph with units on the  
   vertical axis shows abortions are not ���
   the service most often provided by P.P..  
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